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----------------------------------------------------------------

:                           Re:

:                           new SCOSTEP Executive Officers

:                           and message from the new president.

:                           

Dear ISWI Participant:

Below (between + and &) is a message that I received concerning the

new executive officers of SCOSTEP.  In addition, I attach as pdf

a message from the new president, Dr Nat Gopalswamy.  He is a member

of the ISWI Secretariat.  So, naturally, this message has references

to ISWI.

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

+

Date: Tue, 19 Jul 2011 20:41:26 -0400

From: Marianna Shepherd <mshepher@yorku.ca>

Greetings:

For your information - please update your records and distribute, if 

appropriate:

At its meeting on July 3, 2011 in Melbourne, Australia the General 

Council of the Scientific Committee on Solar-Terrestrial Physics 

(SCOSTEP) held an election for new SCOSTEP Executive Officers, President 

and Vice-President.

It is my pleasure to inform you that the new SCOSTEP President is Dr. 

Natchimuthuk (Nat) Gopalswamy, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Solar 

System Exploration Division (USA) (gopals@ssedmail.gsfc.nasa.gov 

<mailto:gopals@ssedmail.gsfc.nasa.gov>). The new SCOSTEP Vice-President 

is Prof. Franz-Josef L・ken, Director*, *Leibniz Institute of 

Atmospheric Physics* *(Germany) (luebken@iap-kborn.de 

<mailto:luebken@iap-kborn.de>).

Thank you for your kind consideration.

Sincerely,

Marianna Shepherd,

Scientific Secretary, SCOSTEP

-- 
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&

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

N O T E

Dr Gopalswamy's correct address is as follows:

:    Solar Physics Laboratory, Code 671,

:    Heliophysics Division,

:    NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, 

:    Greenbelt, MD 20771, USA

Most cordially yours,

:        George Maeda

:        The Editor

:        ISWI Newsletter



President’s Message 

It is my honor and privilege to serve as President of SCOSTEP. I look forward to leading the 
SCOSTEP efforts to serve the solar terrestrial physics (STP) community as effectively and 
efficiently as possible. Understanding how the variability of the Sun affects the human society 
has become highly relevant due to our increased dependence on ground space based technology.  
SCOSTEP promotes STP research by providing the necessary scientific framework for 
international collaboration and dissemination of the derived scientific knowledge.  

Among my immediate priorities, I will focus on bringing the CAWSES II program to see its 
successful conclusion in 2013, and continuing the discussion on the next SCOSTEP scientific 
program to take effect in 2014. I will work hard with the SCOSTEP Bureau in expanding the 
capacity building activities to promote solar terrestrial physics and space science at various 
levels in developing countries. In particular, I intend to take steps to make scientific literature 
and outreach material available as widely as possible. SCOSTEP efforts are consistent with the 
priorities of the International Council for Science (ICSU) and its mission to strengthen 
international science for the benefit of society. 

Solar variability and its impact on Earth’s climate and space environment has been a focus in 
many developed countries over the past decade, although the effort started during the famous 
International Geophysical Year (IGY 1957-58).  The open data policies of space agencies and 
international cooperation in space missions have been extremely beneficial in making significant 
scientific progress in our field. Under the backdrop of the current economic downturn, it is 
important for the international community to pool their resources and avoid duplications in 
finding solutions to the outstanding problems. Efforts such as the International Living With a 
Star (ILWS) and the International Space Weather Initiative (ISWI) recognize the need for global 
cooperation. SCOSTEP will identify synergy with other organizations such ILWS and ISWI in 
promoting STP research and outreach.  

There have been twelve STP symposia, conducted roughly every four years since the first 
meeting in 1966. STP symposia remain the primary venue for presenting our science results and 
interacting with the scientific community. Specialized symposia are also conducted in order to 
highlight the current SCOSTEP scientific program. SCOSTEP will continue to conduct these 
events in addition to supporting smaller workshops on STP research. 

I take this opportunity to encourage the general council members to actively involve in 
SCOSTEP activities. If you have any questions, comments, suggestions, or concerns, please do 
not hesitate to contact me at nat.gopalswamy@nasa.gov. Contact information for the Bureau can 
be found on the SCOSTEP web site: http://www.yorku.ca/scostep/.  I look forward to hearing 
from you. 

Nat Gopalswamy 

SCOSTEP President 2011-2015 

July 21, 2011 
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